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The Open Data movement has become a driver for publicly available data on the Web. More and more data
– from governments, public institutions but also from the private sector – is made available online and
is mainly published in so called Open Data portals. However, with the increasing number of published resources, there are a number of concerns with regards to the quality of the data sources and the corresponding
metadata, which compromise the searchability, discoverability and usability of resources.
In order to get a more complete picture of the severity of these issues, the present work aims at developing a generic metadata quality assessment framework for various Open Data portals: we treat data portals
independently from the portal software frameworks by mapping the specific metadata of three widely used
portal software frameworks (CKAN, Socrata, OpenDataSoft) to the standardized DCAT metadata schema.
We subsequently define several quality metrics, which can be evaluated automatically and in a efficient manner. Finally, we report findings based on monitoring a set of over 260 Open Data portals with 1.1M datasets.
This includes the discussion of general quality issues, e.g. the retrievability of data, and the analysis of our
specific quality metrics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a direct result of the increased momentum within the Open Data movement more
data is made available online and the expectation rises that people can use and exploit
this data in innovative ways and generate added value out of it. We can identify many
areas where Open Data is used and valuable, e.g. by governments to increase transparency and democratic control, or by private companies to encourage innovative use
of their data. Having said that, it is impossible to predict how, when and where value
can be created in the future: innovations enabled by freely available data can come
from any unforeseen place or use case.
With the rising number of available resources, a range of impediments for the Open
Data movement have been listed [Zuiderwijk et al. 2012] and (meta-)data quality issues in Open Data portals have been identified as one of the core problems for wider
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adoption and also as a barrier for the overall success of Open Data. In fact, there
have been a number of reports confirming that there exists a quality problem in Open
Data [Kucera et al. 2013; Reiche et al. 2014; Umbrich et al. 2015].
Most of the current “open” data form part of a dataset that is published in Open
Data portals which are basically catalogues similar to digital libraries (cf. Figure 1): in
such catalogues, a dataset aggregates a group of data files (referred to as resources or
distributions) which are available for access or download in one or more formats (e.g.,
CSV, PDF, Microsoft Excel, etc.). Additionally, a dataset contains metadata (i.e., basic
descriptive information in structured format) about these resources, e.g. authorship,
provenance or licensing information.
For the data to be discoverable by consumers,
the publishers need to describe their data in an accurate and comprehensive manner. Missing or incorrect metadata information prevents consumers
from finding relevant data for their needs and as
a consequence requires a substantial amount of
time to (manually) scan the portals and the data
itself to locate relevant data sources. Even worse,
if a user finds interesting datasets, the data might Fig. 1: High-level structure of a
not be available due to outdated links or might not Data Catalog.
conform with the format declared in the metadata
(e.g., wrong file formats or formats that do not conform with their specifications).
In order to better understand the severity of such quality issues, we periodically
measure and assess the quality of information in Open Data portals for various quality dimensions such as the retrievability of the actual data or the existence of contact or license information. We argue that the insights gained from such a large-scale
assessment are not only useful to inform data and portal providers about particular
problems, but can also help to identify how and at what stage in the publishing life
cycle quality improvement methods need to be applied. For example it may be possible
to develop tools to semi-automatically support the creation of data and its metadata,
but also algorithms to automatically improve and repair wrong metadata descriptions.
To this end, in this work we present a quality assessment and evolution monitoring
framework for web-based data portal platforms, which offer their metadata in different
and heterogeneous models. In particular, we make the following contributions:
(i) We provide a generic formal model which can be used to represent data and metadata in web portals and discuss general characteristics and quality metrics independently from the portal software frameworks.
(ii) We define a set of quality metrics for the DCAT metadata standard, grouped by
five different dimensions and present mappings from metadata of three major Open
Data portal software providers to our metadata model.
(iii) We introduce our efficient quality assessment and monitoring framework that is
able to periodically process hundreds of data portals.
(iv) We report findings based on monitoring a set of over 261 Open Data portals. This
includes the discussion of general quality issues, e.g. the retrievability of resources,
and the analysis of the DCAT specific quality metrics (cf. contribution (ii)).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We present preliminaries and
background information in Section 2, whereafter we propose a generic model for webbased data portals in Section 3, our contribution (i). Aligned to contribution (ii), we
introduce concrete quality metrics based on DCAT in Section 4. We introduce contribution (iii), our QA framework and its implementation, in Section 5, and present and
discuss contribution (iv), our concrete findings, in Section 6. We discuss related publications and projects in Section 7 and finally we conclude with Section 8.
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2. BACKGROUND

There exist two prominent software frameworks for publishing Open Data: the commercial Socrata Open Data portal and the open source framework CKAN, developed
by the Open Knowledge Foundation. While the CKAN software is increasingly popular
among cities, governments and private data provider worldwide including government
portals of countries in Europe, South and North American and the Middle East, the
customers of Socrata can be found mainly in the US. Furthermore, there is the recent
data publishing platform OpenDataSoft, deployed mainly in French Open Data catalogs. These three portal frameworks provide ecosystems to describe, publish and consume datasets, i.e., metadata descriptions along with pointers to data resources. Such
portal frameworks typically consist of a content management system, some query and
search features as well as RESTful APIs to allow agents to interact with the platform
and automatically retrieve the metadata and data from this portals. The metadata
usually can be retrieved in a structured format via the API (e.g. as JSON data); however, the metadata schemas are heterogeneous wrt. to the underlying software framework.
2.1. Modeling Data Portals

Our proposed model for web-based data portal model (cf. Section 3) is inspired by the
Streams, Structures, Spaces, Scenarios, Societies (5S) model [Gonçalves et al. 2004;
Fox et al. 2012], which describes the components of digital libraries (e.g., metadata
catalogs, collections, browsing and indexing services) through higher level mathematical objects. In detail, we base parts of our work on the “structure” and the “scenario”
concepts, which are used within the 5S model to define a descriptive metadata structure
and a set of services for a digital library, respectively.
2.2. Efforts Towards Homogenized Metadata

There exists various standard proposal for metadata vocabularies in data catalogues.
The Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) [Maali and Erickson 2014] is a W3C metadata
recommendation for publishing data on the Web. DCAT is defined in RDF and reuses
the Dublin Core Metadata vocabulary. While Dublin Core (DC) is a metadata standard
that has been specified by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [Weibel et al. 1998].
It contains elements for describing resources that are used primarily for cataloging,
archiving and indexing of documents (e.g., in archives, libraries).
The recent DCAT application profile for data portals in Europe (DCAT-AP) 1 extends the DCAT core vocabulary and aims towards the integration of datasets from
different European data portals. In its current version (v1.1) it extends the existing
DCAT schema by a set of additional properties. DCAT-AP allows to specify the version and the period of time of a dataset. Further, it classifies certain predicates as
“optional”, “recommended” or “mandatory”. For instance, in DCAT-AP it is mandatory for a dcat:Distribution to hold a dcat:accessURL. The European Data Portal2
(launched in November 2015) which currently harvests 68 European data catalogs,
supports DCAT-AP metadata.
Recently, in [Assaf et al. 2015] the authors propose HDL, an harmonized dataset
model. HDL is mainly based on a set of frequent CKAN keys. On this basis, the authors define mappings from other metadata schemas, including Socrata, DCAT and
Schema.org. For instance, HDL maps the Socrata key description and DCAT information dcat:Dataset→dct:description to the CKAN key notes. In Section 4 we will
base our metadata mapping partially on the work by Assaf et al. [2015].
1 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat

2 http://www.europeandataportal.eu/,

application profile/description, last accessed 2016-02-26
last accessed 2016-02-26
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Lastly, in 2011 the W3C published the VoID vocabulary [Alexander et al. 2011] as
an Interest Group Note. VoID – the Vocabulary for Interlinked Datasets – is an RDF
schema for describing metadata about linked datasets: it has been developed specifically for data in RDF representation and is therefore complementary to the DCAT
model and not fully suitable to model metadata on Open Data portals (which usually
host resources in various formats) in general.
3. FORMAL MODEL AND METRICS FOR WEB DATA PORTALS

We base our terminology and formalization of web data portals on the 5S model
[Gonçalves et al. 2004] in the following way: Out of the extensive body of definitions in
the 5S model we use the term and definition of services to introduce and define a set of
services, which are offered by a portal (e.g., via an API request). Further, we use the
graph-based definition of descriptive metadata structures of Gonçalves et al. [2004] to
formalize metadata descriptions of the available datasets.
3.1. Generic Model for Web Data Portals

Let P denote a corpus of data portals, where P ∈ P is a single data portal, accessible
via the URL hP , which holds a set of dataset URLs DP = {d1 , . . . , dn } and a set of
services Serv = {list, meta, show, resource}:
P = (hP , DP , Serv)

(1)

Such data portals further provide metadata descriptions of the listed datasets. A
metadata description (see Section 3.1.2 below) is a structured document holding important contextual information about a dataset. In the following, we use the notation
M to denote the set of all available metadata descriptions over P. Note that exactly
one metadata description m ∈ M is associated with a dataset URL.
In the context of data portals, a resource is any target of an URL, which can be
hosted internally (i.e., hosted on the same server as the portal) or externally (i.e., a
reference to a distant web or file server). Typically we can access resources via links in
the metadata descriptions or using the API of the data portal and usually we encounter
downloadable files. We denote the set of all resource URLs occurring over the set P of
data portals as R and the set of all dataset URLs as D respectively, where DP ⊆ D for
all P ∈ P.
3.1.1. Services. In the following, we define the set of services Serv
=
{list, meta, show, resource}. These services are used by our framework to implement the harvesting and quality computation, cf. Section 5. That is, we rely on the
availability of the services for the automated computation of our metrics. Next, we
describe the services in detail.

list. Let list be a service that returns the set of all dataset URLs for a given Portal,
i.e. formally defined as the function list : P → 2D , where in particular list(P ) = DP
for a portal P = (hP , DP , Serv).
meta. Let meta be a service, formalized by a function meta : P × D → M, that assigns
each dataset URL d ∈ DP in a portal P ∈ P exactly one metadata description m ∈ M.
show. Let show be a service that provides the set of metadata descriptions for a given
data portal P , i.e. show : P → 2M with show(P ) = {meta(P, d) | d ∈ DP }.
resource. In general, a dataset can describe and reference multiple resources.
Therefore, the service resource returns a set of resource URLs for a given dataset
URL:
resource : P × D → 2R

(2)
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Note, that a specific resource URL can be described in various datasets. We can use
this service to describe the set of all resource URLs occurring on a data portal P :
[

resource(P, d) ⊆ R

(3)

d∈DP

Usually these services are directly available as HTTP-based RESTful APIs and
therefore are accessed via the portal URL hP , as in the case of CKAN, Socrata and
OpenDataSoft. In case one of the services is not directly available as an API, we can
implement the services for that particular portal software. For instance, the resource
service can be implemented by using the meta service and extracting the resource
URLs from the returned metadata. This flexibility allows us to integrate future portals which are hosted by other content-management software, e.g, HTML based portals
without available APIs.
3.1.2. Metadata Descriptions. We assume metadata is organized as (potentially nested)
key-value pairs, where the key contains the label of a property describing the respective dataset, and its value contains the corresponding description or numerical value
of this property. On the previously mentioned CKAN portals the metadata description
of a dataset is accessible via the an API service (meta or show). The metadata returned
is represented using JSON data and holds references to the actual resources.
We provide a general characterization of a metadata description which is applicable
to any occurring concrete metadata instance for data portals. As such, we propose the
following tree-based model of a metadata description which is inspired by the graphbased definition of a “descriptive metadata specification” in the 5S model [Gonçalves
et al. 2004]:
Let a metadata description m ∈ M be a a labelled tree m = (V, E, label) with the
dataset URL as its root where each node v ∈ V and each edge e ∈ E can hold a label
label(v) (or label(e) respectively), defined by the labeling function label. If there is no
label specified for some node or edge then the function label returns  (denoting an
empty string).
The successor nodes of the root can be either internal nodes (i.e., a node with outdegree > 1) or a leaf nodes (also called terminal nodes). In the following, we denote the
set of labels over all leaf nodes in a metadata instance m by leaves(m). A path δ in m
is a set of consecutive edges from the root to a leaf node. Let leaf(δ) return the single
label of the leaf node of the corresponding path.
We note that in principle this generic metadata model covers any tree-based data
structures such as XML, JSON and (acyclic) RDF descriptions – also typically represented nowadays in serialization formats such as JSON-LD [Sporny et al. 2014]. The
RDF view is labelled intuitively correspond to triples (n1 , label(v), n2 ) for each edge
v ∈ V between nodes n1 , n2 .

Fig. 2: Metadata description
modeled as a tree.

Interpretation. The root r ∈ V of a metadata instance
m represents a dataset d in a portal and is labeled by
the dataset URL. The adjacent edges of root r represent
attributes and properties of the corresponding dataset.
For instance, these edges could be labeled “title” and
“author” (cf. Figure 2). The label of an attached leaf
node of an edge holds the value of a metadata property
and branches at internal nodes describe sub-properties.
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{
" datasetid " : " killings - by - law - enforcement - ... " ,
" metas " :{
" publisher " : " Wikipedia Contributors " ,
" language " : " en " ,
" license " : " CC BY - SA " ,
" title " : " Killings by law enforcement officers " ,
" references " : " http :// e n. wi k ip ed ia . .. " ,
" keyword " :[
" killings " ,
" law enforcement officers " ,
" USA "
],
" description " : " Lists of people killed by ... "
}
}

DCAT represented in tree structure.

Fig. 3: Example mapping of an OpenDataSoft metadata description to DCAT.
3.2. DCAT Model Instantiation

The DCAT model [Maali and Erickson 2014] includes four main classes: dcat:Catalog,
dcat:CatalogRecord, dcat:Dataset and dcat:Distribution. The definition of a
dcat:Catalog corresponds to the concept of data portals previously introduced in Section 3.1, i.e., it describes a web-based data catalog and holds a collection of datasets
(using the dcat:dataset property). A dcat:Dataset describes a metadata instance
which can hold one or more distributions, a publisher, and a set of properties describing the dataset. A dcat:Distribution instance provides the actual references to the
resource (using dcat:accessURL or dcat:downloadURL). Further, it contains properties
to describe license information (dct:license3 ), format (dct:format) and media-type
(dct:mediaType) descriptions and general descriptive information (e.g, dct:title and
dcat:byteSize).
In the following, we will apply the RDF structure of a dcat:Dataset together with
its distributions and properties to the tree-shaped concept of a metadata description
introduced in Section 3.1. We label the root node of the metadata description with
the dct:Dataset subject (i.e., the dataset URL) and add an edge for each of the properties, linked with a node for the corresponding objects and values, respectively. For
instance, the leaf of the path (dcat:dataset, dct:publisher, foaf:homepage) is used to
describe provenance information in DCAT. Figure 3 (right) displays the tree structure
of a DCAT metadata description.
3.3. Metrics over General Data Portal Model

Initially, we define the set of all possible metadata properties within a metadata description. Clearly, a tree-shaped metadata description consists of a set of paths from
the root node to the leaves. The sequence of edge labels of these paths describe metadata properties and the corresponding leaves hold the values of these paths. For instance, the path labelled hauthor, emaili in Figure 2 describes the “email address of an
author”.
In the following definitions, let ∆m be the set of all paths from the root of a single
metadata instance m to the leaves. We use δ to denote a single path in a metadata description and write label(δ) for the sequence of labels on the path. Note that necessarily
|∆m | = | leaves(m)| holds.
3 dct:

denotes the Dublin Core Metadata namespace.
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3.3.1. Path Selector Function. Let sK (m) be a path selector function over a metadata
description m which we assume for simplicity to be defined by a set of keys K, i.e.,
sK (m) = {δ | δ ∈ ∆m s.t. K ∩ label(δ) 6= ∅}. if we apply a path selector function with the
K = {dct:distribution} to the tree-structured DCAT metadata in Figure 3 (right figure) this will return 5 paths of this DCAT metadata description, including for example
a path δ1 with label(δ1 ) = hdcat:distribution, dct:formati with leaf (δ1 ) =“CSV”.
3.3.2. Boolean Evaluation Functions over a Path. Let f (δ) be a boolean function over the
leaf of a specific path δ which returns either 0 or 1. For instance f (δ), we will use the
boolean function nonEmpty(δ) = (leaf(δ) 6= ) to determine if the labelling of some leaf
of a path is non-empty.
Another example would be the function isValidEmail(·) which is used to evaluate a
regular expression on the value of the leaf of a given path. Further, we can use such a
boolean function for evaluating user-defined functions, e.g. a function isOpenFormat(·)
(cf. details below in section 4.2.2) which returns 1 if the specified value of leaf(δ) is
contained in a predefined set of labels corresponding to open format descriptions. For
instance, for the path δ1 from above isOpenFormat(δ) = 1 if we assume the value “CSV”
among the set of open file formats.
3.3.3. Aggregation of Labels. Finally, for our metrics we will use an aggregation function
agg ∈ {min, max, avg} to specify how to aggregate f (δ) for all paths δ ∈ sK (m), to denote
minimum, maximum and average. For the special case that sK = ∅ (i.e., none of the
paths in the metadata description is matching the specified selector) we assume that
agg returns 0 for any specific aggregation function, i.e., overall the aggregation always
returns a value between 0 and 1.
3.3.4. Quality Metrics over Paths. We now define a basic quality metric over a metadata

description m as:

Metric(sK , f, agg)(m) = agg({f (δ) | δ ∈ sK (m)})

(4)

For instance, we will use a OpenFormat quality metric defined as follows:
OpenFormat = Metric(s{dct:format,dct:mediaType} , isOpenFormat, avg)

(5)

3.3.5. Combined Quality Metrics. We can also combine several basic metrics again by
aggregation. For instance, to calculate the average existence of discovery information
in a DCAT metadata description, we use the following combined metrics:


{ Metric(s{dct:title} , nonEmpty, max),
Discovery = avg  Metric(s{dct:description} , nonEmpty, max), 
Metric(s{dct:keyword} , nonEmpty, max)}


(6)

Here, we calculate the average existence over results of different DCAT path selector
functions. When applying this Discovery metric to the example in Figure 3, we observe
a total value of 2/3: the first and second metrics (title and description) returns 1 since
they exist and are non-empty (i.e., max aggregation yields 1), while the third metric
returns 0 since there is no path with the dct:keyword property in the figure.
4. METADATA MAPPING AND QUALITY DIMENSIONS

When investigating the metadata structure of common data publishing frameworks
and portals (such as CKAN and Socrata) one observes different metadata schemas
and heterogeneity issues. For instance, the Socrata framework describes licensing information by the single metadata key license, while in CKAN there are three different
keys for specifying the ID, the URL and the name of a license.
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This observation highlights the need for a common schema applicable to a range of
metadata sources that can be used in order to improve the comparability and simplify
the integration of data from different portals. This allows to compute our quality metrics for web data portals independently from their corresponding publishing software
and metadata format.
As a first step towards a generalized metadata schema, we propose a manual mapping for metadata schemas observed on CKAN, Socrata and OpenDataSoft portals to
the DCAT metadata standard. The proposed mapping is intended as a homogenization of different metadata sources by using the W3C’s DCAT vocabulary [Maali and
Erickson 2014]. Our decision in favour of DCAT was influenced by the increasing momentum in terms of integration and implementations of DCAT in existing Open Data
systems: CKAN has a plugin for exporting DCAT, Socrata can export DCAT per default and OpenDataSoft is using overlapping metadata key names to DCAT by design.
That is, DCAT serves as a least common denominator for describing datasets in various formats and therefore allows us to homogenise metadata retrieved from different
publishing frameworks.
4.1. DCAT Mapping

In Table I we introduce our mapping for the different metadata keywords, which is
partially derived from the dataset harmonization framework proposed by [Assaf et al.
2015]. The mapping includes metadata keys from Socrata, CKAN and OpenDataSoft
mapped to dcat:/dct: (Dublin Core Metadata) properties. The bold headers in the
table indicate a class (i.e. an RDF subject) within the DCAT model; the part after →
represents an RDF property. Blank fields within the table indicate that we were not
able to match a corresponding key with the same semantic meaning. Please note, that
individual datasets may contain a suitable key, but that we only map default, regularly
occurring metadata keys.
For instance, dcat:Dataset→dct:title denotes an RDF triple (dataset , dct:title,
title ) in the resulting mapping, where dataset is a dcat:Dataset and title is the
corresponding mapped value (i.e., a RDF literal holding the value of the mapped metadata key).
The proposed mapping of the keys is mainly based on matching names. For instance,
considering the mapping of the OpenDataSoft metadata keys, we can see that all
mapped keys use the same key-names as the DCAT vocabulary. If the key-names are
not matching (as for most of the CKAN keys), we mainly rely on existing mappings,
further explained in Section 4.1.1.
Figure 3 displays an application of the proposed DCAT mapping for an OpenDataSoft metadata description. The DCAT mapping is presented as a tree, where oval
nodes represent RDF resources and square nodes represent literals. Note that the
dct:license in the DCAT model belongs to a distribution, while in the original metadata it is attached to a dataset instance. (This holds likewise for the license keys in
Socrata and CKAN portals.)
4.1.1. Adapting existing Mappings. In order to make use of the proposed homogenization
within our QA framework (Section 5) we implemented a mapping algorithm for each
of the data management systems covered by Table I.
Regarding the CKAN software we took a closer look at the source code of the DCAT
extension for CKAN,4 currently being developed by the Open Knowledge Foundation.
We used the existing mapping of datasets mostly “as is”, except for the licenses infor4 https://github.com/ckan/ckanext-dcat, last accessed 2015-11-03. We currently use the code committed
on August 13, 2015.
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Table I: DCAT mapping of different metadata keys.
DCAT
dcat:Dataset
→ dct:title
→ dct:description
→ dct:issued
→ dct:modified
→ dct:identifier
→ dcat:keyword
→ dct:language
→ dct:publisher
→ dct:contactPoint
→ dct:accrualPeriodicity
→ dct:landingPage
→ dct:theme
dcat:Distribution
→ dct:title
→ dct:issued
→ dct:modified
→ dct:license
→ dcat:accessURL
→ dcat:downloadURL
→ dct:format
→ dct:mediaType
→ dct:byteSize

a Socrata

CKAN

Socrata

OpenDataSoft

title
notes
metadata created
metadata modified
id
tags
language
organization
maintainer, author (-email)
frequency
url
-

name
description
createdAt
viewLastModified
id
tags
owner
tableAuthor
category

title
description
modified
datasetid
keyword
language
publisher
theme

resources.name
resources.created
resources.last modified
license {id, title, url}
resources.url
resources.download url
resources.format
resources.mimetype
resources.size

licenseId
export URLa
export formata
export mime-typea
-

license
export URLa
export formata
export mime-typea
-

and OpenDataSoft offer data export in various formats via the API

mation which is currently not mapped properly: the original mapping in the extension
assumes a license key for each resource in a dataset which does not exist in CKAN
datasets.
For Socrata portals, we mainly rely on the pre-existing DCAT output. Additionally,
we modify the result so that it conforms to the standardized DCAT model. This means,
firstly, we replace non-DCAT with standardized DCAT properties in the result if they
are synonymous and secondly, we add provenance and authorship information if it is
available in the default metadata.
Regarding the homogenization of OpenDataSoft portals we map the values of the
metadata keys as described in Table I.
4.2. Concrete DCAT Quality Dimensions

Commonly, Data quality is described as “the fitness for use of information” [Bizer and
Cyganiak 2009] and is typically a multidimensional construct. The selection of a proper
set of quality dimensions is highly context-specific since their purpose is testing the
fitness for use of data for a specific task.
As such, we propose a set of quality dimensions and metrics in the context of the
available metadata keys in the DCAT specification. An overview of our quality dimensions and their metrics are listed in Table II. We group our metrics into the following
five quality dimensions: E XISTENCE, C ONFORMANCE, R ETRIEVABILITY, A CCURACY
and O PEN D ATA fitness of information.
Our definition of the E XISTENCE dimensions is inspired by other commonly used
“completeness” metric [Pipino et al. 2002; Bizer and Cyganiak 2009]. However, our
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Table II: Quality Dimensions on DCAT keys.
Metric

dcat:Dataset

dcat:Distribution

E XISTENCE
Existence of important information (i.e. exist certain metadata keys)
Access*

Is there access information for resources provided?

Discovery

Is information available that can help to discover/search datasets?

Contact*

dct:title
dct:description
dcat:keyword

Existence of information that would allow to contact
the dataset provider.

dcat:contactPoint
dct:publisher

Rights
Preservation
Date

dcat:accessURL
dcat:downloadURL

Existence of information about the license of the
dataset or resource.

dct:license

Existence of information about format, size or update
frequency of the resources

dct:accrualPeriod. dct:format
dcat:mediaType
dcat:byteSize

Existence of information about creation and modification date of metadata and resources respectively.

dct:issued
dcat:modified

dct:issued
dcat:modified

C ONFORMANCE
Does information adhere to a certain format if it exist?
AccessURL*
ContactEmail*
ContactURL*
DateFormat
License
FileFormat

Are the values of access properties valid HTTP
URLs?

dcat:accessURL
dcat:downloadURL

Are the values of contact properties valid emails?

dcat:contactPoint
dct:publisher

Are the values of contact properties valid HTTP
URLs?

dcat:contactPoint
dct:publisher

Is date information specified in a valid date format?

dct:issued
dcat:modified

dct:issued
dcat:modified

Can the license be mapped to the list of licenses reviewed by opendefinition.org?

dct:license

Is the specified file format or media type registered
by IANA?

dct:format
dcat:mediaType

R ETRIEVABILITY
Availability and retrievability of the metadata and data
Retrievable

Can the described resources be retrieved by an agent?

dcat:accessURL
dcat:downloadURL

A CCURACY
Does information accurately describe the underlying resources?
FormatAccr

Is the specified file format accurate?

SizeAccr

dct:format
dcat:mediaType

Is the specified file size accurate?

dcat:byteSize

O PEN D ATA
Is the specified format and license information suitable to classify a dataset as open?
OpenFormat

Is the file format based on an open standard?

MachineRead

dct:format
dcat:mediaType

Can the file format be considered as machine readable?

dct:format

Is the used license conform to the open definition?

dct:license

OpenLicense
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existence metric differs in the sense that it gives an indication to what extent a certain
set of DCAT keys are used (i.e., can be mapped) and contain information, while in
other works the completeness is typically defined as the extent to which data is not
missing [Pipino et al. 2002]. The existence dimensions (analogous to completeness)
can be categorised as contextual [Zaveri et al. 2015] or context-based dimensions [Bizer
and Cyganiak 2009], i.e., as dimensions that “highly depend on the context of the task
at hand” [Zaveri et al. 2015].
The C ONFORMANCE dimension is inspired by the “representational-consistency” dimension which is defined as “the degree to which the format and structure of the information conform to previously returned information” [Zaveri et al. 2015]. However,
our conformance dimension differs from consistency in terms of not comparing values
to previously returned information, but by checking the conformance of values wrt. a
given schema or standard. For instance, the Contact metric is a measure for the existence of contact information, while the ContactEmail metric is a conformance measure
which checks if the available contact information is a valid email address.
Our R ETRIEVABILITY and A CCURACY dimensions are aligned with existing ones:
see accessibility in [Pipino et al. 2002; Umbrich et al. 2015] or availability in [Bizer
and Cyganiak 2009] for retrievability, and [Zaveri et al. 2015; Reiche et al. 2014] for
accuracy. The accuracy dimensions – FormatAccr and SizeAccr – refer to the compliance of the actual content of the underlying resources with the metadata. In order
to accurately assess these dimensions we need to inspect the actual content of the
resource. In [Zaveri et al. 2015] the accuracy is therefore considered as an intrinsic
quality dimension, i.e., it assesses if information correctly represents the real world.
The O PEN D ATA dimension is based on the Open (Knowledge) Definition.5 It defines “open data” as an item or piece of knowledge which satisfies the following three
requirements: (i) freely accessible as a whole, (ii) provided in a machine-readable and
open format, and (iii) openly licensed. While (i) is already covered by the R ETRIEVABIL ITY dimension, we introduce the OpenFormat, MachineRead and OpenLicense metric
to cover the requirements (ii) and (iii).
4.2.1. Quality dimensions not yet considered. Besides the introduced dimensions, there
are further quality dimensions which are relevant in the context of metadata quality
in data portals but are not yet considered in our framework since they cannot be computed in an automatic and objective way. Timeliness [Pipino et al. 2002] is a measure
of how sufficiently up-to-date a dataset is for a certain task (e.g., live timetables or
current weather data). However, it is hard to automatically understand the time dimension from the metadata description of a dataset, e.g., to distinguish between static
data vs. real-time data. Therefore, we do not yet consider it in our current framework
which focuses on automatic completion via periodic (weekly) crawls.
Another commonly applied quality metric is the information richness/uniqueness
[Reiche et al. 2014] of the metadata description, typically measured by how much
unique information is provided compared to all other datasets. The problem with this
measure for an automatic assessment is in general that portal owners might want to
achieve a low uniqueness value for certain metadata keys while having a high value
for others. For example, if a portal owner wants that all datasets are published under
the same license, the information richness value for license terms would be ideally
very low. However, title descriptions of datasets should be as descriptive and distinguishable as possible and as such the quality metric shows ideally a high value. As
such, it is hard to establish a general information richness value and it is more likely
5 http://opendefinition.org/,

last accessed 2015-10-30
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that one would need to manually adapt this value for specific keys and for the goals
of a portal provider. These observations need to be carefully considered for an overall
information richness value.
4.2.2. Automated Assessment of Quality Metrics. To calculate the proposed metrics, we
use the formulae introduced in Section 3.3. In general, the metrics are assessed by
calculating the average (i.e. by using the aggregation function avg) over the set of
corresponding DCAT properties. The star (*) besides a metric in Table II indicates
that we use the max function to aggregate the values, which basically means that one
positive evaluation is sufficient.6

E XISTENCE. To calculate the existence value for a specific quality metric we use the
boolean evaluation function nonEmpty from Section 3. The Access* and Contact* quality
metric in Table II are defined by using the max aggregation function, e.g.:
Access* = Metric(s{dcat:accessURL,dcat:downloadURL} , nonEmpty, max)

(7)

The other existence metrics are defined using the avg aggregation. Discovery is calculated using the combined metrics as already introduced in Section 3.3.5 and the Rights
metric is defined using a single DCAT property:
Rights = Metric(s{dct:license} , nonEmpty, avg)

(8)

C ONFORMANCE. The conformance metrics are assessed by using boolean evaluation
functions which are either implemented using regular expressions or by specific functions for mapping licenses and file formats.
— Using Regular Expressions. In our conformance evaluation we use regular expressions to validate URLs, email addresses, and date formats of the AccessURL*, ContactEmail*, ContactURL* and DateFormat metrics, respectively. For instance, we calculate the AccessURL* metric of the dataset in Figure 3 by applying a regular expression for URLs to the value of the dcat:downloadURL property:
AccessURL* = Metric(s{dcat:accessURL,dcat:downloadURL} , isValidUrl, max)

(9)

For the DCAT metdata in Figure 3 the metric evaluates to 1 since dcat:downloadURL
describes a valid URL.
— License Conformance. To validate the metadata description of a given license information we use a list of licenses provided by the Open Definition.7 This list contains
details about 109 different licenses including their typical ID, URL, title and an assessment if they are considered as ”open“ or not. The license information of a dataset
in CKAN can be described with three different CKAN keys, namely license id,
license title and license url. In Socrata and OpenDataSoft there is only one
license key which describes the license.
In our framework we implemented the user-defined function as a license matching heuristic which tries to match a dataset license to one of the licenses in the
predefined list by performing the following steps. Firstly, we try to perform the
match using the license id value, if available. If this check fails we use next the
license title, which is matched either against the ID or title in the Open Definition license list. We perform this additional ID match because we observed that
in several cases the datasets contain the license ID in the license title field. If this
check also fails, we use as a fall back solution the license url value for the match.
Once a match was successful we consider a license as compliant.
6 We introduce this exception because for certain keys (e.g. the dcat:accessURL and dcat:downloadURL)
the existence/availability of a value for one of these keys already provides the desired information.
7 http://licenses.opendefinition.org/licenses/groups/all.json, last accessed 2015-11-02
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— File Format Conformance. Regarding the conformance of file formats (FileFormat)
we check if the normalized description (i.e., we remove leading dots and use lower
case strings) is a format or a media type registered by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.8
O PEN D ATA. The assessment of openness and machine readability of licenses and
file formats is based on specific boolean functions (cf. Section 3.3).
— Format Openness. Regarding the OpenFormat we use a isOpenFormat(·) function
which checks for containment in a predefined set of confirmed open formats:
ascii,audio/mpeg,bmp,cdf,csv,csv.zip,dbf,dvi,geojson,geotif f,gzip,html,iati,ical,ics,jpeg2000,
json,kml,kmz,mpeg,netcdf,nt,ods,pdf,pdf /a,png,psv,psv.zip,rdf,rdf a,rss,rtf,sparql,
sparql web f orm,svg,tar,tif f,tsv,ttl,txt,wms,xml,xml.zip,zip

The formula used for calculating the format openness is already introduced in Section 3.3.5.
— Machine-Readability of Formats. Likewise, we defined a set of machine-readable
file formats for the MachineRead metric:
cdf,csv,csv.zip,esri shapef ile,geojson,iati,ical,ics,json,kml,kmz,netcdf,nt,ods,psv,psv.zip,rdf,rdf a,
rss,shapef ile,shp,shp.zip,sparql,sparql web f orm,tsv,ttl,wms,xlb,xls,xls.zip,xlsx,xml,xml.zip

The aforementioned collection of open and machine-readable formats are mainly
based on a manual evaluation of file formats by the OpenDataMonitor project.9
— Open Data fitness of Licenses. We confirm the openness of the license (OpenLicense
metric) per dataset by evaluating how the specified license is assessed in the list
of licenses provided by the Open Definition (same list as in license conformance
above). We decide on the openness of a license based on the above introduced license
mapping heuristic, i.e., we use a boolean function isOpenFormat which returns 1 if
we can map a license to the Open Definition list and the license is suitable to publish
Open Data (according to this list).
Please note the case that our metric reports only on the confirmed licenses. It might
be that the non-confirmed licenses are also adhering to the Open Definition.
R ETRIEVABILITY. We calculate the R ETRIEVABILITY dimension by defining the
boolean function retr using the HTTP status code of a GET request:10

1 if GET(x) = 2xx
retr(x) =
(10)
0 else
Based on this boolean function we define the Retrievable dimension as follows:
Retrievable = Metric(s{dcat:accessURL,dcat:downloadURL} , retr, max)

(11)

A CCURACY. The accuracy dimension reflects the degree of how accurately the available metadata values describe the actual data. In Table II we introduced two accuracy
metrics for DCAT metadata keys: FormatAccr and SizeAccr. Most commonly, one defines different distance functions for the relevant metadata keys, e.g. a function which
compares and calculates the distance between the value of the dcat:byteSize key and
the actual size of the resource.
8 http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml,

last accessed 2015-11-02
formatLists.py, last accessed

9 https://github.com/opendatamonitor/odm.restapi/blob/master/odmapi/def

2015-11-16
10 Note that we automatically follow redirects (i.e. 3xx status codes) and mean here the HTTP return code
after such redirects.
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A possible indicator for the size of a resource is the content-length field in the
HTTP response header. However, we observed a considerable number ( 22%) of resources with missing content-length information. Also, if available, this information
could also refer to the compressed version and not the actual file size. Therefore, the
reliable calculation of the SizeAccr metric requires the download and inspection of all
referenced resources. Likewise for the file format we have observed in our experiments
that even if the content-type header is available it is partially inconsistent with the
real file formats (e.g., misconfigured web servers). As such, it is necessary to download and inspect the content to determine the real content-length, encoding and file
format of a resource. However, and in order to keep our framework scalable (without
the need to download all resources) we currently exclude these accuracy measures in
our evaluation.
5. OPEN DATA PORTAL WATCH FRAMEWORK
portals
INPUT

CKAN
OpenDataSoft
Socrata

ANALYSIS

OUTPUT

harvester

UI

head

PDF /CSV

backend

plots

others
(e.g. HTML)

BACKEND
resources

Fig. 4: Open Data Portal Watch architecture
The overall architecture of “Open Data Portal Watch”, our quality assessment and
evolution monitoring framework for Open Data (Web) portals, is shown in Figure 4 and
comprises of four main building blocks, where each block contains a set of components:
( INPUT ) The INPUT block consists of several components to provide various iterators for data
items that are processed and/or analyzed.
(A NALYSIS ) The data items provided by the input block are then piped through the ANALYSIS
block which consists of a set of processing and analyzer components that can be
chained into a processing pipeline.
( BACKEND ) Both the input and analysis blocks interact with the BACKEND unit in order to store
or retrieve raw data or results.
( OUTPUT ) The components in the OUTPUT block interact with the backend and analysis blocks
and can be used to provide results and information in various formats (e.g., as CSV
files or as JSON data for the UI).
5.1. Architecture

In the following, we discuss the components of each block in more detail.
5.1.1. I NPUT. We implemented three different modules to access and retrieve data:

(1) Harvester. The first component is called the harvester. It accesses the online data
portals and retrieves all metadata about the datasets. Our framework currently
provides three different harvester modules to invoke the specific service functions
for the differently portal software (CKAN, Socrata, OpenDataSoft). The challenge
we faced is that the service function for the same portal software might react very
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different across the portals or are not activated for every portal. Also temporary
network or server errors can occur and need to be taken care of.
In our harvesting component, initially, we invoke the show service of the portal to
directly download the metadata descriptions of the datasets. Ideally this requires
only one HTTP GET operation. However, we observed in practice and for the CKAN
portals that it is more stable to combine the show function with pagination (i.e.,
not retrieving all metadata descriptions of a portal at once) which results in more
requests but less data to generate on the server and to transfer for each request.
It turned out, that pagination is extremely beneficial for larger portals with more
than 1000 datasets.
Since we encountered server timeouts for some portals using the show service, we
additionally make use of the list service of the portals: we retrieve the list of all
dataset URIs and request the metadata description for each single dataset URI (using the meta service of the portal). Note, that this single processing highly influences
the runtime of our harvesting algorithm. In order to avoid getting locked out by the
server due to an excessive amount of HTTP requests, we wait for a short amount of
time before executing the next query on a specific portal (cf. web crawling politeness
[Najork and Heydon 2002]). It is worth noting that using our implementation it is
possible to process multiple portals in parallel.
(2) Head. The second component performs HTTP HEAD requests on the resource URLs
described in the datasets of the portals to check their availability and to gather
more information The list of all unique resource URLs is extracted and stored in
the database during the analysis of the harvested datasets. The header information
which is retrieved is stored in the backend and analysed in the ANALYSIS block.
(3) Backend. The third component of the INPUT module is used to supply the analysis
block with data from the database instead of data from the portals and resources,
respectively. For instance, this component can be used to recalculated quality dimensions for already stored datasets.
5.1.2. B ACKEND. Our backend system is a Postgres (Version 9.4) database instance
which makes use of the native JSON type feature to store schema-less information
for datasets, resources and the portal metadata. For instance, we store the header
information from the HTTP HEAD lookups in the resources table as JSON. In total,
we have four main tables:

— One table to store basic information about each portal, such as the URL, API URL
and the software).
— One table to store basic properties (e.g., number of datasets and resources) and the
aggregated quality metrics for each portal and snapshot.
— One table to store the harvested information about each datasets for each portal
and snapshot.
— One table to store all unique resources and the information from the HEAD lookups
and the datasets and portals they are described in.
We further partition the dataset and resource table by snapshot for performance reasons.
5.1.3. A NALYSIS. The components in our analysis block can be grouped into three categories: First, a set of components to calculate basic statistical information about the
occurrence and distribution of various metrics, such as the number of datasets, resources, response code distribution, frequency count for licenses, formats, organisations, etc. Secondly, a set of quality assessment components, including our DCAT mapping, which calculates the previously introduced DCAT quality dimensions. Eventually, we implemented a set of components that interact with the backend in order to
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Fig. 5: Elapsed time for harvesting process for the last 11 snapshots.
store the raw harvested data, the resource headers and the results from the quality
assessment analyzers.
We pipe the retrieved datasets directly through our analysis block to calculate all
measurements “on the fly”. Since the portals can be treated independently, we process
them in parallel. The retrieved datasets for each portal and snapshot are in addition
stored/archieved in our backend system. This allows us on the one hand to share the
collected portal snapshots with other researchers and on the other hand to re-compute
metrics, or compute possible new quality metrics for already collected snapshots. In
addition, the archived snapshots can be further exploited to analyse changes and modifications to the metadata which we plan to address in future work.
5.2. Server Error Handling

We implemented several strategies to cater for and prevent possible data loss caused
by “server errors” during the harvesting process for a portal. If a portal is unavailable
we restart the metadata harvesting process at a later stage.
Further, we occasionally observed server or timeout errors while invoking the show
service due temporary server overload which might be caused by fetching potentially
large sets of metadata descriptions. In that case, we re-invoke the show service with
decreasing pagination size and increasing the wait time.
In order to trace possible server errors (but also bugs in our code) we store the debug
and error logs for each harvested snapshot.
5.3. Data & Efficiency evaluation

One of the main requirements of our framework is to be able to periodically monitor
the portals which depends on the time elapsed to harvest the metadata of all portals
in the system. At the time of writing, we actively monitor 261 portals once a week.
Please note, that the monitoring and harvesting process is influenced by external factors which cannot be assured to scale in all possible cases. For instance, if a data portal
does not support the download of multiple metadata descriptions via pagination (cf.
Section 5.1.1), we have no other alternative than to send a request for each single description (potentially even in a patient way, additionally respecting typical politeness
delays between requests[Harth et al. 2006]).
Figure 5 plots the time elapsed to fetch all portals for our last 11 snapshots. The
snapshot number in the legend denotes the year and week of the harvesting process;
e.g. 1533 is week 33 of the year 2015. The plot shows that our framework fetches
the vast majority (>95%) of the portals in 10 to 12 hours and fetches the remaining
individual portals in a total of about 27 hours.
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Table III: Number of portals and processing time per snapshot
snapshot
|P |
not available
fetched
fetch aborted
time (hh:mm)

1533

1534

1535

1536

1537

1538

1539

1540

1541

1542

239

239

239

239

239

239

239

240

256

256

8
231
0
27:29

10
229
0
28:03

11
227
1
27:48

8
231
0
26:41

8
229
2
27:35

9
228
2
28:05

8
231
0
26:01

8
230
2
27:33

13
243
0
27:09

13
243
0
17:33

Table IV: Top-5 and bottom-5 portals, ordered by datasets.
domain of portal URL

Origin

Software

www.data.gc.ca
data.gov
ckan.gsi.go.jp
data.noaa.gov
geothermaldata.org

Canada
US
Japan
US
US

CKAN
CKAN
CKAN
CKAN
CKAN

data.salzburgerland.com
www.criminalytics.org
bistrotdepays.opendatasoft.com
www.opendatanyc.com
ckanau.org

Austria
US
France
US
Ecuador

CKAN
Socrata
OpenDataSoft
Socrata
CKAN

|D|

|R|

244948
162351
147955
65915
56391

1163911
763049
147953
475330
62136

6
6
4
2
1

34
2

In addition, Table III lists for each snapshot the total number of portals in our system (| P |) and for how many of these portals we could successfully harvest all dataset
descriptions.
As we can see, we had to terminate the fetch process for a maximum of 2 portals
for the snapshots 1537, 1538, and 1540. In fact, the two responsible portals are huge
CKAN portals for which we had to harvest the datasets one by one using the meta
service since the show service was temporarily not available. Please also note that we
have currently between 8 to 13 portals in the system for which we could not start the
harvesting process, either because the respective portals were offline or returned API
errors at the time of access.
6. QUALITY EVALUATION OVER A CORPUS OF OPEN DATA PORTALS

In this section, we present the findings of our quality assessment for 261 Open Data
portals for the snapshot of the fourth week of February 2016.
6.1. Overview of portals

Currently our system holds in total 261 portals, of which are 148 using the CKAN
software, 102 the Socrata software and 11 are powered by OpenDataSoft. The full list
of all current portals is available on the web-interface of our framework.11 In total, the
261 portals attribute to 1.1M datasets which describe 2.1M unique resources. Table IV
lists the top and bottom 5 portals with respect to the number of datasets. It is worth
noting that 4 out of the top-5 portals are based in North America.
We collected the list of portals from various sources. One source is the list of customers on the homepage of the portal software providers (e.g. Socrata12 , OpenDataSoft13 and CKAN14 ). Another source of portal URLs stems from the dataportals.org
11 http://data.wu.ac.at/portalwatch/portals

12 https://www.opendatasoft.com/company/customers/,

last accessed 2015-10-14

13 https://opendata.socrata.com/dataset/Socrata-Customer-Spotlights/6wk3-4ija,
14 http://ckan.org/instances/#,

accessed 2015-10-14

accessed 2015-10-14
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Table V: Distribution of number of datasets over all portals.
|D|

<50

<102

|P |

73

21

<5×102 <103
75

30

<5×103 <104
36

11

<5×104 <105
9

3

>105
3

service which lists in total 431 Open Data publishing sites, out of which 125 are CKAN
portals. Further, the OpenDataMonitor project also provides a list of 217 portals, including 52 CKAN portals.15
Table V lists the distribution of portals regarding their number of datasets. The table
cells in Table V should be interpreted as intervals: for instance, in the 3rd column we
can see that 75 portals hold between 100 and 500 datasets.
One can observe that the majority of 65% of the portals contains less than
500 datasets. The largest two portals are Canada’s Open Government data catalog
(open.canada.ca) consisting of 245k datasets followed by the official U.S. government
data portal data portal data.gov.
6.2. Retrievability

The results of our dataset and resource retrievability analysis are summarized in Table VI. We grouped the response codes by their first digit; others indicate socket or
connection timeouts. As expected, nearly all datasets could be retrieved without any
errors ( 98%). The 8026 datasets that could not be retrieved responded with a 403
F ORBIDDEN HTTP status code, indicating that an access token is required to retrieve
the information.
A slightly different picture can be observed regarding the retrievability of the content of the actual resources. Out of a total of 2.6M resource values (i.e., values of the
dcat:accessURL or dcat:downloadURL properties) appearing in 1.1M dataset descriptions, 2.1M are unique distinct values. We performed lookups on the valid URLs among
these, resulting in the response code distribution in Table VI. Around 78% of these
resources are accessible returning in a response code of 2xx. An slightly alarming observation is that 308k described resources (∼15%) returned a response code of 4xx,
indicating that the resources is not available. A closer inspection of these results revealed that 176k resource URLs, hosted on Socrata portals, return a 400 code with the
error message “ HEAD is not supported”. 14k resources (∼7%) caused some socket or
timeout exception upon the lookup (indicated with others). In general, the number of
exceptions should interpreted with caution since the unavailability of the content of a
URL might be temporary due to internal server errors or network problems. In future
work we plan to distinguish between persistent and temporary errors by considering
the evolution of the URL’s retrievability.

Table VI: Distribution of response codes.
|D|
|R|

1146435
2102778

15 http://project.opendatamonitor.eu/,

2xx

4xx

5xx

others

1138246
1641098

8026
308531

0
14410

163
138739

last accessed 2015-11-14
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Fig. 6: E XISTENCE Histograms.
6.3. Existence

Next, we discuss the results of the metrics for the existence quality dimension which
are displayed in the histograms in Figure 6. In general, the metrics are rather equally
distributed. A slightly concerning result is the existence of access information: only
50% of the portals have an Contact value over 0.9. For instance, the missing information does not allow data consumers to contact the publishers, e.g., to get more information about the data or to report errors.
Similarly, only 50% of the portals have a Rights value over 0.9 (i.e., there exists
licensing information) and furthermore, about 45% of the portals do not provide any
licensing information at all. This absence of license and rights information is extremely
worrying considering that one core requirements for Open Data is that the data is
published under an license which allows the open use of the content.
6.4. Conformance

Our results about the various metrics in the conformance quality dimension are shown
in the histograms in Figure 7. The left histogram in Figure 7 shows the conformance
distribution for the AccessURI, ContactEmail and ContactURI metric. Considering the
conformance of access URIs (i.e., if the resource references are valid URIs), we observe
that over 95% of the portals have an average AccessURI conformance value of over 0.9,
indicating that the values are syntactically valid URLs.
Regarding the conformance of available contact information, we discover that only
a small subset consisting of 20% of the portals have an average ContactEmail value of
over 0.9 and about 60% of the portals do not really contain any valid email information. Regarding the appearance of URLs, we observed an average URL contactability
for almost all portals of less than 0.1 (with one portal in the range 0.1 – 0.2, and only
2 portals with a value over 0.9, namely data.overheid.nl and data.graz.gv.at). This
results show that there are basically no URLs or email addressed provided for contacting the publisher or maintainer of a dataset and a user would need to manual search
for such information based on the provided text values.
The right histogram in Figure 7 shows the remaining conformance metrics for DateFormat, License and FileFormat. Interestingly, for only ~40% of the portals we were able
to map almost all licenses (a License value over 0.9) to the list of licenses reviewed by
opendefinition.org. The majority of the remaining portals have a value of less than 0.1.
This shows, that there is more (manual) work necessary to be able to automatically
identify the license information.
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Fig. 8: Existence and conformance of contact information.
Regarding the specified file formats, we can see that about 80% of the portals have a
FileFormat value of over 0.8, i.e., that for these portals almost all file format description
are using format identifiers which are registered by the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority.16 The DateFormat conformance for the occurring date descriptions is in general very high.
Overall, we can conclude that the majority of the portals have a low contactability
value which bears the risk that data consumers stop using dataset if they cannot contact the maintainer or author (e.g., regarding the re-use if the license is not clearly
specified or in case of any data related issue). Further, we have to admit that an automated identification of licenses is very hard to achieve, and that a better source of
license IDs and licensing information is required to get better license conformance
results.
6.4.1. Conformance vs. Existence. In the following we discuss the relation between existence and conformance values for different metrics for all portals in form of scatter
plots. We further categorise the portals according to their publishing software.
16 http://www.iana.org/,

last accessed 2015-11-02
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The scatter plots in Figure 8 shows the relation between the Contact-existence and
the ContactEmail and ContactURI conformance metrics, respectively. We can see in both
plots that in contrary to CKAN portals, the OpenDataSoft and Socrata portals (red
and yellow coloured) do not provide contact information which are valid email or URL
addresses. Further, we can also see that the existence of any contact information is
rather high for OpenDataSoft and CKAN portals and equally distributed for Socrata
portals.
Figure 9 displays the Preservation and FileFormat metrics grouped by the portal software. Interestingly, the file format conformance based on the IANA registration is in
general rather high. Drilling deeper, we see that almost all Socrata portals have a
FileFormat value of about 0.8. The reason for this is that the Socrata software represents the actual data in 6 different formats with their respective media types (e.g.
CSV, JSON, XML, RDF) and out of these file formats and media types the values
application/excel and application/xml+rdf are not registered by the IANA; resulting in a conformance values of 10/12.
Noticeable in this plots is the Preservation value of 0.25 (x-axis) for a high percentage
of CKAN portals. The reason for this observation is that most of the datasets in CKAN
portal provide preservation information which can be mapped to only one of the four
DCAT keys, namely dct:format, resulting in an average value of 1/4. We observe a
similar result for the OpenDataSoft portals with the majority of the portals showing
an preservation value between 0.5 – and 0.6.
6.5. Openness

It is crucial for the Open Data movement that published datasets and formats are
adhering to the open definition and that everybody is allowed to use, re-use and modify
the information which should be provided in an open and machine-readable format.
Table VII shows the top-10 licenses and the number of datasets they are specified in
(after applying our introduced license mapping algorithm) and the top-10 used formats
and the number of unique resources together with their number of portals they appear
in. Bold highlighted values indicate that the license or format is considered as open by
our metric.
The first surprising observation is that ∼23% of all the resources are published as
PDF files. This is remarkable, because strictly speaking, PDF cannot be considered as
an Open Data format: while PDFs may contain structured data (e.g. in tables) there
are no standard ways to extract such structured data from PDFs - or general-purpose
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Table VII: Top-10 formats and licenses.
license id
ca-ogl-lgo
notspecified
dl-de-by-2.0
CC-BY-4.0
us-pd
OGL-UK-3.0
other-nc
CC0-1.0
dl-de-by-1.0
Europ.Comm.b
others
a originator

|D|

%

|P |

239662
193043
55117
49198
35288
33164
27705
9931
9608
8604

32.3
26
7.4
6.6
4.8
4.5
3.7
1.3
1.3
1.2

1
71
7
84
1
18
21
36
6
2

80164

10.8

|R|

%

|P |

PDF
HTML
XML
CSV
other
XLS
orig. d. f.a
geotif
ZIP
tiff

804290
776696
244654
226694
180088
99626
98135
95391
66963
66075

22.9
22.1
7
6.5
5.1
2.8
2.8
2.7
1.9
1.9

103
82
90
120
5
97
1
2
87
12

others

846286
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format

data format, occurring only on data.gov

b http://open-data.europa.eu/kos/licence/EuropeanCommission

document formats in general. Therefore, we do not consider data published in PDFs as
machine-readable, nor a suitable way for publishing Open Data.17
By looking at the top-10 used formats in VII, we can see that most of the top-10 formats are covered by open formats but only XML and CSV can be considered as machinereadable. The occurrence of the format descriptions “other”, “originator data format”
and “geotif ” within very few portals suggests that there are data catalogs which do not
stick to conventions or consist of insufficient format specifications.18
Regarding the used license IDs in Table VII, we observe that the confirmed open
licenses in the top-10 cover only ∼17% of all datasets. Further, we notice that some of
the more frequent used licenses are only used in very few portals. For instance, “ca-ogllgo” is the Canadian Open Government License19 which is a share-alike license used
throughout the Canadian Open Data portal open.canada.ca.
In addition, Figure 10 shows the distribution of the average OpenFormat, MachineRead, and OpenLicense values per portal. We can see that around 20% of the
portals have a high average confirmed license openness value of over 0.9. There is also
a large group of around 60% of the portals for which we could only confirm an average
license openness per dataset of less than 0.1.
Considering file format information, we observe a high machine readability with
around 60% of the portals having an average value of over 0.9. In contrast, the average
values for the OpenFormat metric spread more or less equally from 0.1 to 0.9, with a
peak of about 40% of the portals for the values 0.6 - 0.7.
Overall, we could not confirm for the majority of the portals that their datasets provide an open license and their resources are available in open formats. However, the
machine readability of formats yields marginally better results.
6.5.1. Existence and Open Data fitness of formats. The scatter plot in Figure 11 displays
the Preservation-existence values vs the confirmed openness (left plot) and vs. machinereadability (right plot) values of file format descriptions.
17 Although there are works on extracting structured information from PDFs (e.g. tabular data within
PDFs [Yildiz et al. 2005]), this topic is complementary to the scope of our paper.
18 Please note that “geotif ” in Table VII is not a spelling error.
19 http://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada, last accessed 2015-11-11
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Fig. 11: E XISTENCE vs O PEN D ATA fitness of Format descriptions.

Inspecting the left side plot focusing on the openness of the file formats, we can
again observe a consistent OpenFormat value around 0.65 for the Socrata portals. This
results from the 6 possible format representation the Socrata software offers by default. Similarly, we see a high percentage of OpenDataSoft portals with a OpenFormat
value in the range between 0.7 – 0.8. In contrast, the values for CKAN portals spread
across the whole spectrum.
Considering the machine-readability of the formats on the right plot, we see that all
offered file formats for Socrata and OpenDataSoft portals are identified as machinereadable, whereas average values for the CKAN portals are equally distributed.
We notice from the various scatter plots that Socrata and OpenDataSoft portals
show very homogeneous results with respect to our DCAT conformance and openness
dimensions. This is kind of expected since both frameworks provide not the flexibility
to publish data in arbitrary formats. In fact, both systems require to upload the data
in tabular representations. In contrast, the CKAN software is highly extensible and
does not put any restrictions on the file formats which results in more heterogeneous
quality values.
7. RELATED WORK

Data quality assessment and improvement methodologies are widely used in various
research areas such as relational databases, data warehouses, information or process
management systems [Strong et al. 1997; Jarke and Vassiliou 1997], but also to assess
the quality of Linked Open Data. To gain a deeper insight into current approaches for
assessing the data quality of Linked Open Data, we refer to the work by Zaveri et al.
[2015], which provides a comprehensive literature survey.
Over times, different application and research areas established various measures
and techniques to assess the quality of data and services and for keeping up with
the increasing complexity of the tasks [Zhu et al. 2012]. Batini et al. [2009] published
a detailed and systematic description of methodologies to assess and improve data
quality. Generally, the different methodologies involve various phases starting from
the definition of quality metrics, the measurement, an analysis phase and possible
improvements with small differences how feedback loops are integrated.
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7.1. Related Efforts on Metadata Quality Assessment

Pipino et al. [2002] discuss a set of data quality dimensions and their subjective- and
objectiveness on a very general level. Similarly, in [Wang and Strong 1996] the authors
provide two comprehensive surveys: a survey of data quality attributes and a survey
of data quality dimension. Wang et al. grouped the dimensions into four different information quality aspect and built a conceptual framework (i.e., a hierarchy) of data
quality: (i) intrinsic, (ii) contextual, (iii) representational, and (iv) accessibility. For instance, the intrinsic quality aspect holds the “believability”, “accuracy”, “objectivity”
and “reputation” dimensions. Michnik and Lo [2009] further refine and extend the
four-aspect approach of [Wang and Strong 1996], e.g., by introducing sub-categories.
While these efforts discuss quality dimensions on a very general level, we discuss
the concrete computation and automated assessment of quality metrics based on the
DCAT metadata schema.
In contrast to our approach, in [Margaritopoulos et al. 2008] the authors present
the application of “logic rules” to assess the quality of metadata. They identify three
different types of rules: rules of inclusion, rules of imposition, and rules of restriction.
The definition of these rules is based on dependencies and relations of resources. For
instance, applying a rule of restriction to a resource’s metadata field means that the
values “[. . . ] must include the values of the same metadata field or records of related
resources”.
This rule-based approach can be considered as an automated metadata quality assessment. While there are already various approaches of automated metadata quality
evaluation [Hughes and Kamat 2005; Najjar et al. 2003], also by using simple statistical evaluations [Greenberg et al. 2001; Moen et al. 1998; Wilson 2007], a manual
evaluation is often unavoidable and therefore very common [Greenberg et al. 2001;
Moen et al. 1998; Wilson 2007].
Regarding quality assessment within the 5S model (cf. Section 2) Gonçalves et al.
[2007] discuss quality dimensions and measures for each of the 5S main concepts. Further, the authors provide an example evaluation of the dimensions and discuss the
practical utility of the proposed quality model. In relation, Moreira et al. [2007] presented 5SQual, a quality assessment tool built upon the 5S model which automatically
assesses and evaluates eight different quality dimensions. While these quality assessment approaches focus on the concepts of the 5S model, we focus in our work on the
quality of metadata descriptions in data catalogs.
7.2. Contributions regarding Open Data Quality

When looking into related work on data quality, to the best of our knowledge, not much
work is published for QA in Open Data. However, in recent years, several projects addressed the Open Data domain and we identify projects which deal with the quality
of Open Government Data (aligned to Barack Obama’s Open Government Directive
[Orszag 2009]) and aim to assess and compare the state of Open Data across different
countries [World Wide Web Foundation 2015; Bertot et al. 2012]. Further, we identify
recent projects which try to assess the progress and spreading of Open Data in the
private sector, e.g. the Open Company Data Index,20 a report by the World Bank Institute which aims to register open corporate data and provides an aggregated quality
assessment per country. In the following we highlight projects which propose various
metrics to evaluate the (meta-)data quality within open data catalogues.
In relation to data quality assessment in Open Government Data catalogues, such
as data.gov or data.gv.at, recent work by Kučera et al. [Kucera et al. 2013] discusses
20 http://registries.opencorporates.com/,

last accessed 2015-10-30
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quality dimensions and requirements of such catalogues. The authors list and discuss
relevant quality dimensions (Accuracy, Completeness, Consistency and Timeliness) but,
unfortunately, the work is short of detail in some respects.
More related to the actual data quality assessment is the Global Open Data Index
project21 and the Open Data Monitor project.22 Both projects define a set of Open Data
specific quality metrics and rank various countries by their state of Open Data. However, while the Global Open Data Index is based on a manual expert evaluation, the
Open Data Monitor project mainly uses dimensions which can be assessed automatically (e.g., the completeness of metadata). In principle, to the best of our knowledge,
all of the above-mentioned efforts either rely on a manual evaluation of their quality
dimensions and therefore do not provide an automated assessment as we do with our
framework; or the projects do not deal with heterogeneous metadata and therefore do
not provide a generic and large-scale quality analysis of metadata Open Data portals.
Complementary to the quality assessment approaches, the OPQUAST project
[de Dona et al. 2012] proposes a checklist for publishing Open Data, including questions related to quality aspects. This checklist is very extensive and the questions
reach from general questions about the data catalog (e.g., “The concept of Open Data
is explained”) to in-detail questions about specific metadata keys and available metainformation (e.g., “It is possible to obtain information regarding the level of trust accorded to the data”).
Most closely related to the efforts in this paper are [Ochoa and Duval 2009; Braunschweig et al. 2012; Reiche et al. 2014]. The authors discuss a set of quality metrics
for metadata in digital repositories, including a detailed description, definition and
evaluation of the metrics. [Reiche et al. 2014] also identified the need for an automatic
quality assessment and monitoring framework to better understand quality issues in
Open Data portals and to study the impact of improvement methods over time. The authors developed a prototype of such a framework which is unfortunately now offline.23
Although [Reiche et al. 2014] influenced the herein presented metrics and framework, we extended the work of Reiche et al. in terms of generalized and useful quality
metrics in the context of Open Data (e.g., by adding a contactability and open format
metric), in terms of the extent of monitored data portals and in terms of a continuous
monitoring of these portals.
7.3. Alternative Efforts on Modeling Digital Catalogs

Various efforts already exist to study the formal theory of digital libraries. On the one
hand, there is most prominently the 5S model, which we already mentioned in Section 2. In contrast to the 5S model, the DELOS Reference Model [Agosti et al. 2006;
Candela et al. 2007] models a digital library by using the following six main concepts:
content, user, functionality, quality, policy, and architecture. The DELOS model is formulated as an entity-relationship model and the structure is mainly hierarchical. The
aforementioned concepts represent high level containers, e.g. the “content” concept
holds the Resource entity and the “quality” concept holds the Quality Parameter entity and these two entities are related: a quality parameter is evaluated on a resource.
[Agosti et al. 2007] describes and compares the DELOS Reference Model to the 5S
Framework. In particular, it compares the quality aspects for the 5S model described
in [Gonçalves et al. 2007] with the quality aspects of the DELOS model [Candela et al.
2007].
21 http://index.okfn.org,

last accessed 2015-10-30

22 http://www.opendatamonitor.eu/frontend/web/index.php,
23 http://metadata-census.com,

last accessed 2015-03-06

last accessed 2015-10-30
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In [Ferro and Silvello 2013] the authors propose “NESTOR”, a formal model for digital archives. The formally defined model is based on nested sets, where subset relations correspond to different hierarchies within an archive. Further, the authors use
the proposed model to map and extend the 5S model [Gonçalves et al. 2004].
8. CONCLUSIONS

The Open Data movement enjoys great popularity and enthusiasm mostly driven by
public administration, but also increasingly gaining attention in the private sector.
However, there are metadata quality issues that could disrupt the success of Open
Data: inadequate descriptions or classifications of datasets directly affect the usability and searchability of resources. In order to assess the severity of these issues, the
present work has proposed a set of objective quality metrics (based on the W3C metadata schema DCAT) to monitor the quality of Open Data portals in a generic and
automated way. Moreover, we have introduced a generic abstraction of web-based
data portals for the purpose of integrating a large amount of existing data portals
in an extensible manner: based on prior metadata homogenization approaches, we
have mapped the metadata occurring on the main Open Data publishing systems (i.e.
CKAN, Socrata and OpenDataSoft) to DCAT. Based on this mapping we have implemented and deployed an Open Data portal monitoring and quality assessment framework – the “Open Data Portal Watch” platform24 – that monitors our metrics in weekly
snapshots of the metadata from over 261 Open Data portals. Currently, our framework
monitors 148 CKAN, 102 Socrata and 11 OpenDataSoft portals, consisting of a total of
110k datasets and 2.2M distinct resource URLs. Our core findings and conclusions can
be summarized as follows:
— Several DCAT properties cannot yet be automatically mapped to the existing metadata models of the three portal frameworks. For instance, properties concerned with
spatial or temporal information (represented in DCAT by the dct:temporal and
dcat:spatial properties), which would be particularly important for searchability
of relevant datasets for a specific local or temporal context, can not be mapped to existing default metadata keys. Furthermore, the existence of some specific metadata
properties is highly portal dependent (extra keys): I.e., there is a lot of heterogeneity among such extra metadata keys, some of which – by the way – in fact describe
the missing DCAT properties concerning spatial and temporal context, but agreement on these extra metadata keys among portals (even using the same software
framework) seems still to be relatively low in some respects.
— Slightly alarming, we were able to perform HTTP HEAD lookups on only 78% of the
resource URLs without any errors or restrictions – which seems to indicate deficits
even in terms of proper implementation of standard HTTP features.
— We observed that there is a gap between the common definition (i.e., the Open Definition25 ) and the actual state of Open Data regarding the use of machine-readable
Open formats and the existence of license specifications and compliance to actual
Open licenses.
— Last, but not least, the majority of the datasets do not provide machine-readable
contact information (e.g. in the form of a valid email address or URLs): missing
provenance information – in our opinion – involves the risk of intransparency and
impaired usability of datasets and prohibits valuable user feedback.
As for future work, in order to further improve our framework and quality metrics,
we prioritize (i) the evaluation of more portals (including other software frameworks
24 http://data.wu.ac.at/portalwatch/
25 http://opendefinition.org/,
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and HTML-based data portals), (ii) the efficient monitoring of the actual resource content for the evaluation of metadata accuracy and finally (iii) further refinement of the
openness metrics regarding various licenses and formats.
Our monitoring framework performs weekly runs, i.e. it retrieves and stores weekly
snapshots of metadata from several portals over a longer period. The continuous monitoring of data catalogues allows us to estimate the development and growth-rate of
Open Data. A planned application of this information is a more detailed evolution
analysis of the retrieved data wrt. additions and deletions of datasets and their contents, as well as the effect of these changes on specific quality dimensions. Further,
the continuous monitoring shall allow us to develop improvement methods and initiatives, e.g. we are able to report back to the portal and data providers the impact and
distribution rate of metadata homogenization efforts or other improvements.
We shall further research solutions to improve and extend our proposed DCAT mapping in order to deal with “extra keys”, i.e., addressing the high heterogeneity of metadata keys and values in and across portals, possibly, for instance, looking into methods
from automated, instance-based ontology matching and alignment [Shvaiko and Euzenat 2013]. A first, simple approach is the manual extension of the static mapping by
the most commonly used metadata keys, e.g., by mapping a set of conceptually similar CKAN keys to a corresponding DCAT property. Moreover, we plan to make our
(evolving) RDFized DCAT metadata mappings publicly available.
A complementary, additional potential use of the acquired information in our system would be the (semi-)automated addition and correction of respectively missing
and wrong metadata, e.g. by suggesting values for certain missing metadata fields, or
by automatically checking the consistency of existing fields in comparison to actual
values.
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